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Thank you to staff and clients who contributed to this edition.

We have continued to attract and recruit high quality
individuals to support Waterman’s aspiration to be the
Go to Consultant for our employees and clients.

If you have any queries, please contact the editorial team: communications@watermangroup.com

Follow us on Twitter @Waterman_group

I hope that you enjoy reading this edition of the
Waterman Times and share our optimism for 2016
and beyond.

Follow Waterman Group on LinkedIn

Nick Taylor
Chief Executive
Images courtesy of Mi (Motion Imaging)

This publication was produced to ISO14001 Environmental Management System standard
and 95% of the waste created during the process was recycled. The materials used
included vegetable oil inks, elemental chlorine free pulp and fibre from PEFC managed
forests. The PEFC provides an assurance mechanism to purchasers of wood and paper
products that they are promoting the sustainable management of forests.
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Brief News
Changing of the
guard in Sydney as new
management era begins
AUS: Waterman Australia has embraced a new era of management
following the retirement of long serving Chairman John North in May
this year. Over the past 21 years, the company has grown to become
one of the leading consulting engineers in Australia and worked on
many large and prestigious projects across a diverse range
of sectors.
John’s management skills have been honed over 35 years as a
director of various companies in Australia. In his early career, he
co-owned a business that provided manufacturing automation and
process solutions to the manufacturing and process industry. He
also held a number of international patents relating to high speed
packaging concepts.

Trinity Leeds wins 2015 VIVA
‘Best of the Best’ Design and
Development Award
UK: The multi-award winning £400m retail centre in the heart of the city
of Leeds has scooped the prestigious 2015 VIVA ‘Best of the Best’ Design
Award at the annual ICSC (International Council for Shopping Centres)
RECON Conference 2015 in Las Vegas. The VIVA (Vision, Innovation,
Value, Achievement) Best-of-the-Best Awards honours the most outstanding
examples of shopping centre Design and Development, Sustainability,
Marketing, and Community Service worldwide.
The vibrant shopping destination with dining, leisure and entertainment unites
three of Leeds’ primary shopping streets under a spectacular, sweeping
glazed roof. The title for the project “Trinity” was derived from the adjacent
Grade 1 listed building “The Holy Trinity Church”. The development has been
designed to enable the church to be seen through the glazed roof from as
many view points as possible.

© Ben Ghibaldan – Chapman Taylor

CDM 2015 – All Change!
UK: The new Construction (Design and Management)
Regulations 2015 came into force on 6th April 2015 and
introduced a swathe of important changes.
One of the most significant changes is the removal of the CDM
Co-ordinator and the introduction of a new duty holder:
The Principal Designer (or PD). The PD is described as the
“designer in control of the pre-construction phase” (essentially
the design phase).

Acting as part of the design team, Waterman was appointed to provide a full
scope of structural and civil engineering design services on this prestigious
project, working closely with award winning architect Chapman Taylor and
developer Land Securities.

Waterman has worked with numerous stakeholders to clarify
what this role means in practice and are one of a small handful
of organisations who have developed an APS accredited training
package for designers who work, or hope to work, as Principal
Designers.

Our Waterman team is thrilled to have been involved through all stages of this
world class development over a period of fifteen years.

We are advising a number of our clients and external PD’s to
help them address gaps in their own organisations and projects.

Contact: Steve Nicolaou, Regional Director,
Structures
steve.nicolaou@watermangroup.com

Contact: Tara Fry, Associate Director,
Infrastructure & Environment
tara.fry@watermangroup.com

SELECTION OF NEW
COMMISSIONS
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AVIATION: London City Airport, London COMMERCIAL: 20 Farrington Street, London | iTunes Lounge, 6th Floor W8,
London | St James’s Green Roofs, London | 2-6 Cannon Street, London | 61 Curzon Street, London |
6 Pancras Square, London | 24-28 Charterhouse Square, London | 16 Great James Street, London |

John served as Executive Director of The Innovation Centre of NSW,
which evaluated innovative products and technologies, prior to
joining Addicoat Hogarth Wilson (AHW) in 1994. As their new director
of electrical services he established the manufacturing services
division which served major Asia Pacific manufacturers across
various sectors. In 2002, Waterman acquired AHW, and John came
to lead the push into the Middle East.
He later played a key role in Waterman Sydney becoming an
accredited service provider for level 3 electrical design certification
with energy authorities throughout Australia, and was the registered
engineer to supervise and authorise such contestable design
works. Whilst a highly effective project director on numerous major
developments, John also provided expert witness services in legal
disputes, industrial accidents, variation claims and mediation.
New management era
John’s business acumen and experience will no doubt be missed. He
has mentored the new era of management to ensure the company is
in good hands. Sydney Managing Director Ben North has played a
key role in the delivery of some of the state’s major facilities, and has
made a significant contribution to the business growth and success.
Richard Nicoliello, Director of Operations, has worked on major
commissions in the commercial, retail, education and residential
sectors whilst leading the electrical group in Sydney.
The team has relocated to the very heart of Sydney CBD. They
are currently delivering a number of high profile projects including;
national retail banking branch upgrades for Westpac Bank,
Commonwealth Bank, St George Bank and Bankwest. A major
waste to energy facility in Easter Creek (NSW), the first of its kind
in Australia. Furthermore, a number of residential and mixed use
developments, tertiary education and school schemes, as well as
building reconfiguration projects, such as the iconic Northpoint
redevelopment in North Sydney.

New office opening
in Birmingham
UK: We are delighted to welcome existing and new clients to our new
offices at One Cornwall Street, located in the heart of Birmingham’s
business district. The move is the start of a period of planned growth in
the Midlands with our specialist teams of engineers and environmental
consultants who are continuing to be involved in many significant
developments across the UK.
The Waterman team in Birmingham has provided engineering and
consultancy services on many high profile projects across the Midlands
including Elliot’s Field Retail Park, MIRA, Bull Ring Birmingham, Bilston
Urban Village, Burnt Tree Island Improvements, Highcross Leicester and
the Manufacturing Technology Centre at Ansty Park.
The new Birmingham office will be led by Phil Spiers, Stuart Thomas,
Suzanne Roberts and Martin Fairlie.
Nick Taylor, Chief Executive of Waterman Group commented; “Due to
our expanding workload and as part of our strategic plan to develop our
business in the West Midlands we required larger premises in a central
location to service our clients’ needs. Our new office at One Cornwall
Street offers us the high quality space we have been looking for with
room to support our anticipated growth. Waterman has had a presence
in Birmingham for over 30 years and we look forward to working with our
clients to deliver major property and infrastructure developments across
the region.”
The Birmingham Team look forward to welcoming you to:
5th Floor, 1 Cornwall Street, Birmingham B3 2DX.

Skipton House, London | Landsdowne House, Berkley Square, London | Friars Bridge Court, Blackfriars Road, London |
14-16 Grafton Street, London | Quebec Way, London | Ludgate & Sampson House, London | Ancaster House, Richmond, London
| 159 Princess Street, Ipswich | 22 Melbourne Street, Aus | 186 Great North Road, Sydney, Aus
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Brief News
Official opening of $67 million
Mechanical Engineering complex
AUS: The completion of the new Ainsworth Building at University of New South Wales (UNSW) in Sydney
marks the beginning of a new era for the School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering. The building
is named after philanthropist and businessman Len Ainsworth.
Waterman Sydney was involved on the project from inception in 2012 working with the university providing
input into the concept for hydraulic and fire services before novating to the builder for the detailed design and
construction phases.
Australia’s Communications Minister Malcolm Turnbull recently opened the development which forms the
cornerstone of the precinct, and features state-of-the-art refrigeration, laser and mechatronics labs, as well as
wind tunnels, a flight simulator, and machines for tensile and compression testing.

New
Infrastructure senior

The precinct boasts a new 350 seat lecture theatre and various formal teaching spaces, a collaborative
student space and café, new purpose designed teaching space, computer laboratory spaces and a solar
thermal energy system on the roof, which doubles as a working lab. The development caters to 1600
mechanical engineering undergraduates, 200 postgraduate coursework students and 130 research students.

UK: We are pleased to welcome Ajaz Chaudhri to
his new role as National Frameworks Director. Ajaz
is based in our Manchester office and has a leading
national role in our Infrastructure & Environment
business.

Waterman’s Associate Director of Hydraulic & Fire, David Tennent, worked on the project from inception
through to completion. He commented; “I remember our first day working on this project and we knew that
it would hold many challenges due to the varying components of new build and re-use spaces. The whole
team embraced the challenges and what we delivered is an outstanding educational facility that will benefit
engineering students long into the future.”
Contact: Ben North, Managing Director, Sydney
bnorth@wahw.com.au

Eyeing growth in the north
with landscape senior
UK: Wendy Wright has joined the Leeds City office as Associate Director for Landscape and
will help drive future growth and development across the Northern Region and Scotland.
A chartered landscape architect with over 20 years’ experience, before joining Waterman,
Wendy enjoyed a highly successful career in the housing, education, health, and energy
sectors, where she was involved in a number of large scale regeneration and public realm
projects, both in private practice and in local authority. Her particular area of expertise is
in landscape planning, landscape design, landscape and visual impact assessment, and
expert witness.
Wendy’s experience includes working on some of the most prestigious and highly
recognised projects in the UK, including the London Docklands redevelopment, UK
Garden Festival programme, Channel Tunnel Rail Link, and the Inner London Decent
Homes Strategy.
She has attained several notable achievement awards throughout her career, the most
recent one being the 2013 Landscape Institute Award for the Harrogate Green Infrastructure
Guide. Wendy is also an elected member of the Landscape Institute advisory council and
serves as a mentor on the Landscape Institute’s Pathway to Chartership programme.

EDUCATION: Hugh Baird College, Liverpool | Hawley Primary School, Hampshire | Islamic Boys High School, Blackburn | Khasla Science
Academy, Leeds | Capital and Bridge House, Wirral Metropolitan College, Birkenhead | Barrow Sixth Form College, Barrow-in-Furness,
| Bridge Primary School, Bristol | University of Sydney, Aus | James Cook University, AITHM, Cairns, Aus ENERGY: Ackron Wind Farm, Melvich
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Aspen welcomes
Technical Director, West Midlands
UK: We are pleased to welcome Stewart Corbett to Waterman Aspen as a Technical
Director for the West Midlands.
Before joining Waterman Aspen, Stewart worked for Derby City Council for 8 years
as the Contracts and Framework manager. Stewart is also the current Chair of the
Term Contract Working Party for the Midlands Highway Alliance, a Framework for
which Waterman and AECOM have formed a very successful partnership to deliver
multidisciplinary professional design services and staff solutions.
John Frayne, Divisional Director for the West Midlands said; “We are delighted to have
Stewart aboard. His experience and level of expertise in policy development and strategic
thinking in all aspects of highways maintenance and construction, as well as managing
framework contracts to deliver radical performance improvements is what our clients have
come to expect from Waterman Aspen. Stewart adds strength and depth to our growing
team.”
Stewart has 25 years of experience as a highways manager and has successfully
managed a broad range of multi-million pound partnership and framework contracts.

His upcoming work will include developing and
managing a portfolio of frameworks across the
nation, for clients from the public sector, which
include government agencies and local authorities,
and from across the private sector. Ajaz will also be
responsible for promoting the growth of important
regional work streams in the Midlands, Northern and
Scottish Regions.
This new role will be boosted by Ajaz’s 30 years of
experience working across the infrastructure sector,
covering the highways planning and engineering
disciplines for both public and private sector clients.
Prior to joining Waterman, Ajaz held a number
of board and senior management positions with
AECOM, both in the UK and overseas. During his
time at AECOM, he successfully developed several
local authority frameworks. More recently in his role
as engineering director, he took on the design and
delivery of several infrastructure contracts for the
Public Works Authority in Qatar.
Neil Humphrey, COO of Infrastructure &
Environment, commented; “We are delighted to
welcome Ajaz aboard at this exciting time with huge
potential for growth in our markets. His substantial
experience in the infrastructure market makes him
well positioned to take a lead role in driving our
public and private sector framework initiatives.”

| Edinfore Windfarm, Keith, Moray GOVERNMENT & DEFENCE: RAF Alconbury, Huntingdon HEALTHCARE: St Georges Hospital, London | Coventry
Hospital, Coventry | Frimley Hospital, Car Park Design & Build, Frimley | Monash House, Day Surgery Centre, Aus | Cavalry Aged Care Facility,
Musswellbrook, Aus | Mercy Health, South Stone Lodge, Melbourne, Aus | Sunshine Hospital Women’s & Children’s Centre, Melbourne, Aus
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Brief News
Melbourne
welcomes vertical
transportation
specialist
AUS: We are delighted to welcome lift technology
specialist Glen Pederick to Waterman as Associate
Director. Glen has joined our Melbourne office and he
brings with him a wealth of experience in mechanical
services, as well as in the highly specialised field of
lift technology.
A chartered professional engineer, Glen has
over 25 years’ experience and has designed building
services for a number of major developments across
Australia, including commercial, hotel, residential, retail,
education, and aviation projects. By his own admission,
vertical transportation design is Glen’s passion and
his expertise in this area is expected to help grow
Waterman’s services internationally.
A member of the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban
Habitat’s (CTBUH) Advisory Group, Glen is an expert
in elevator design in tall buildings and has written
landmark papers on lift technology. He also delivered
one of the keynote speeches at the CTBUH’s Shanghai
International Conference in September 2014,
on how vertical transportation is transforming
the modern city.
As an active contributor to the construction industry in
Australia, Glen has also been a member of the Property
Council of Australia and served on the Victorian
Government Building Appeals Board.
Philip Barnes, Managing Director of Waterman
Melbourne, commented; “I am delighted to welcome
Glen on board. His specialist lift services design
skills and knowledge will help us to expand our
services nationally and internationally. Glen also
has a significant network in the airports sector, and
we are hoping that he can assist us in growing this
important sector in Australia. His experience, expertise
and multidisciplinary approach is an excellent fit for
a company like Waterman, and we’re sure Glen will
make a significant contribution in helping us to continue
to deliver world class services to clients, both here in
Australia and on the global stage.”
Contact: Phil Barnes, Managing Director,
Melbourne
p.barnes@wahwvic.com.au

Transportation
senior onboard

2015 Structural Steel Design Awards
Shortlisted
St James’s Gateway (One Eagle Place), London

UK: Steve Katesmark has been appointed to take
a leading role in our transportation division. He will
be based in London with the objective to develop
the London and Southern markets. Before joining
Waterman, Steve was Senior Technical Leader at Atkins
where he oversaw the London transportation team.

BCO Regional Award
Shortlisted - Commercial Workplace
6 Bevis Marks, London
RIBA National Award Winner
Laurieston Transformational Area, Glasgow

Neil Humphrey, COO of Infrastructure & Environment, commented; “We are delighted
to have Steve aboard. He brings with him a wealth of experience encompassing all
aspects of transport planning, working with both private and public sector clients to
identify cost-effective and compliant solutions to complex transportation issues. This
level of expertise is what our clients have come to expect from our transport planning
service, and associated pre-planning specialisms including EIA and flood risk. We
have ambitious growth plans for these service lines, and Steve’s appointment is one of
the first elements of our investment strategy in this area.”
Steve has more than 25 years of experience having led large cross-disciplinary project
teams and effectively managed the interface between the private and public sectors on
high profile development and infrastructure projects such as High Speed 2, The Shard
and Emirates Stadium.

Making compliance easier
with Greenspace
UK: Waterman’s Greenspace environmental, health and safety (EHS) management
system service continues to expand to meet the requirements of our diverse range
of clients. Our two latest upgrades aim to further simplify the management of
environmental and health and safety risk.
Aspects register tool keep NHS Scotland on track
Our team has helped extend and upgrade NHS Scotland’s environmental aspects
register service to directly link legal duties and key compliance indicators to each
aspect. For example, an aspect concerning oil storage, is now easier for our clients
to register and identify whether their statutory duties on bund capacity and indicators
have been met.

RIBA National Award Winner
Manchester Metropolitan University’s
Student Union Building, Manchester

© Hufton + Crow

NEO Bankside shortlisted
for RIBA Stirling Prize
UK: We are delighted that NEO Bankside has made the shortlist for the
prestigious 2015 RIBA Stirling Prize for the UK’s best new building.

2015 Building Awards
Sustainability Project of the Year
Everyman Theatre, Liverpool
Highways Magazine Excellence Awards
Highway Partnership Award
AECOM, Waterman and Midland Highways
Alliance partnership
AI (Acquisition International) Finance Award 2015
Best ESG Strategic Advisory Services &
Best Property Due Diligence Firm

Waterman were the structural engineering designers for the buildings and
below ground works.
The multi-award winning development has been recognised for its structurallyimpressive luxury housing towers which provide the highest quality living space
for the capital’s diverse and growing community. Located next to the iconic
Tate Modern Gallery on the banks of the River Thames, the striking residential
development comprises of 217 apartments set across four residential pavilions,
with each pavilion ranging in height from 12 to 24 storeys. The pavilions
themselves are characterised by an elegant structural steel bracing system,
designed by Waterman’s structures team.

TATA Steel safe throughout with Health and Safety Hazard tool
An improved hazards register service has been developed to satisfy TATA Steel’s
requirements. This new service helps TATA Steel to identify and manage their health
and safety hazards across all UK sites. Any identified hazards can be assessed
through the register to determine its potential harm, parties at risk and any persons
responsible. The tool can be updated and accessed by a variety of users, ranging from
Plant Managers to Senior Executives. Legislation references are kept up to date by
Waterman consultants.

RIBA President Stephen Hodder, said; “The RIBA Stirling Prize is awarded
to the building that has made the biggest contribution to the evolution of
architecture in a given year. Every one of the six shortlisted buildings illustrates
why great architecture is so valuable. It has the power to delight, inspire and
comfort us at all stages of our lives; to improve a student’s potential to learn,
to provide a family with a decent home, and to create a sensitive and uplifting
healthcare environment. Not only are these the best new housing projects,
school, university, cultural and health buildings in the country today, they are
game changers that other architects, clients and local authorities should aspire
to The RIBA Stirling Prize judges have an unenviable task.”

Contact: Tom Cullingford, Associate Director, Infrastructure & Environment
thomas.cullingford@watermangroup.com
Follow our Greenspace Legal Platform on twitter @WMGreenspace

Contact: Marcello Marinoni, Regional Director,
Structures
marcello.marinoni@watermangroup.com

HIGHWAYS: AMcD Bedford Western Bypass, Bedfordshire HOTELS: Millennium Hotel, Glasgow | Burj Fas, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
INDUSTRIAL: Coca Cola Juice Room, East Kilbride | Tingewick Industrial Estate, Tingewick | Coca Cola Industrial Estate, Sidcup
RESIDENTIAL: Roseshot Hill, Christchurch | Whitechapel, Vallance Road, London | Bourke Mews, Sydney, Aus | Lindrum Apartments, Melborne, Aus
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Recent Awards

Thomas Wright awarded
‘University Merit Award’
UK: We are delighted about the fantastic achievement by
Thomas Wright, who is currently a Trainee Engineer in our
Structures Department. He has not only successfully
completed his HNC in Civil Engineering this year, but has
done so with distinction.
His academic work was considered to be ‘outstanding’ which
resulted in the University of Greenwich awarding him their
‘University Merit Award’ for 2015.
We are delighted that Thomas has been recognised in
this way, and we all offer him our sincere congratulations.

Belltree, Clongriffin, Ire | Gracepark, Dublin, Ire | Clancy Quay, Stage 3, Ire RETAIL: Clifton Moore Retail Park, York | St George’s Shopping
Centre, Preston | Longwood Retail Park | Intu, Watford | W8 Michael Kors Fit out, London | B&Q, Smugglers Way, Wandsworth
SPORTS & LEISURE: Belvedere Splash Park, London | Playhouse Theatre, Liverpool | Bendigo Stadium Expansion, Aus
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Use of advanced modelling software
Waterman was appointed as the main structural
engineers for the Kings Court development. Our
team used advanced modelling software to design
the concrete elements of the scheme, in line with
Eurocode 2 rules. Our structural design engineer
Massimo D’Ignazio says that as traditional British
Standard codes of practice are becoming obsolete,
Waterman wants to promote the use of Eurocode on
all new projects. Therefore, the team used a structural
design package called StruSoft FEM-Design concrete
package to design the concrete elements. It makes
the design of the concrete elements very simple and
clear. The advanced modelling software was used to
analyse the overall structure of the building and also
to design concrete elements including beams, walls,
and slabs.

Kings Court
at the heart of Covent
Garden development

K

nown worldwide as one of London’s most attractive
districts, Covent Garden is a hub of activity all year round.
A magnet for opera and theatre fans, the WC2 area also
attracts millions of visitors to the many restaurants, high end fashion
boutiques, attractive shops, and galleries.

Massimo D’Ignazio said; “We have learned to
appreciate how easy it is to check the results in detail,
assisted by colour maps, 3D graphs, contour lines,
colour palettes, and so on. Due to the large number of
load combinations required by Eurocode, the package
has been very useful to analyse the structure with
only selected load combinations considered in each
analysis run.”

The challenge posed by London clay
One challenge the team faced with the Kings Court
development was the prevalence of uplift due to
‘ground heave’. Using the advanced modelling
software, the team was able to assess the expansion
of London clay which Covent Garden is built upon,
under a range of different conditions.
Massimo continues; “With StruSoft FEM-Design, it
has been possible to consider this behaviour
because the software has a powerful, non-linear
calculation method and allows the user to set free
rotation components.”

Getting approval for a new development in Covent Garden is far from
easy and any proposal has to pass a number of rigorous tests in terms of
design and overall quality before it gets the go-ahead. The Kings Court
development is such a project, and our structural engineers are delighted
to be at the heart of the £85m scheme, which is scheduled to be completed
by 2017.
Work on the prestigious Kings Court and Carriage Hall mixed development
commenced in autumn 2014. When completed, the new, seven-storey
reinforced concrete structure will provide over 85,000ft2 of prime residential
and retail space in central London, comprising 45 luxury apartments, two
restaurant units, and eight retail units. The development will also see the
creation of a new pedestrian route that will transform an existing private
courtyard into a shared public space, named Kings Court. The reinforced
concrete structure is a key part of this ambitious project which aims to
regenerate some of the lesser used parts of this select area with a mix of
new and refurbished buildings.
Contact: Karen Telling, Director, Structures
karen.telling@watermangroup.com
Images courtesy of Kohn Pederson Fox Associates (KPF)
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Full Steam Ahead
in Building Services

Victoria Gate, Leeds
Image courtesy of Hammerson

Neil Lewis, Managing Director of our Building Services business, entered
an industry when steam boilers, cast iron radiators and lead pipework were
common place. Not at all concerned to be reminded of his years in the
industry, Neil’s fascination for engineering history reminds us that the name
“plumber” originates from the Latin plumberium “worker of lead”.

It

Everyman Theatre, Liverpool
© Philip Vile

would be fair to say that since the 70s,
Building Services have seen changes
far greater than any other part of the
construction industry. This change has been brought
about almost entirely due to increasing scarcity
of fossil fuels and the onset of global warming,
causing a need to rethink the entire manner with
which buildings are designed and energy used.
Heavy reliance on mechanical ventilation has been
challenged by sophisticated natural ventilation
solutions, heat recovery is everywhere and stateof-the-art digital systems accurately control and
monitor the energy we use.

W

hilst challenging, it is this dynamic nature of the
industry that makes it such a rewarding and
exciting place to be and provides opportunity
to improve, reinvent and be better than the rest.
In the past four years, the building services team have
increased turnover from £5m to a current turnover of
around £12m and are targeting a growth to £20m within
the next 4 years.
The management team, formed from the directors
of all the UK offices, believe that design excellence,
diversity, national coverage and a passion to achieve
customer satisfaction will continue to be the bedrock
of their notable success in future years. Offices are
located in London, Bristol, Nottingham, Birmingham,
Manchester, Leeds, Glasgow and Dublin and all
offer bespoke abilities to specific market sectors and
regional markets. Over the years we have fine-tuned

This constant reinvention makes things difficult in
running a repeatable and predictable business.
Neil observes that “once a solution or system
has become mastered, in no time at all it is
replaced with a more sophisticated, less energy
consuming alternative and the cycle continues”.
This is seen most notably in Building Control
pass criteria, where every few years the rules
are ripped up to be replaced with far more
challenging figures.

6 Bevis Marks
Image courtesy of Fletcher Priest Architects

Elsewhere, we are the sole M&E providers for working
building assets on the largest current PFI scheme,
Aspire Defence, designing a major manufacturing
facility for Rolls Royce in Nottingham and appointed
by Argent to help develop Airport City, a £600m
development at Manchester Airport. We work
extensively within the retail sector and are currently
providing detailed design duties for the landmark
Hammerson owned Victoria Gate Shopping Centre
in Leeds.
All offices are now fully functional in Revit led BIM
solutions with software linked to our thermal modelling
and CFD capabilities.
With the Group having such a rich heritage in Structural
design, our building services engineers enjoy seamless
working with our structural engineering colleagues with
over 50% of our work being multidiscipline.

“We have considerable expertise in facilities for performing arts and our recent
contribution to the Everyman Theatre, the 2014 winner of the Stirling Prize,
certainly places us amongst world best practices.”
the engineering design of commercial office space and
high rise residential accommodation to class leading
solutions including Two Fifty One, set to become the
latest addition to London’s iconic skyline. 10 Fenchurch
Avenue, a new mixed-use office development located
in the heart of London’s insurance district and Trinity
Square, one of London’s landmark buildings, originally
designed as the headquarters of the Port of London
Authority by Sir Edwin Cooper.

One Angel Court, London
Images courtesy of Fletcher Priest Architects
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We have considerable expertise in facilities for
performing arts and our recent contribution to the
Everyman Theatre, the 2014 winner of the Stirling Prize,
certainly places us amongst world best practice with the
RIBA judges agreeing that it was as much the services
strategy as the architecture that secured the award.

This extends to holistic design solutions in fire
engineering, acoustics and BREEAM appraisals which
combined with pure MEP supports a team now in
excess of 140 staff.
As technology and invention continue to strive
towards a carbon neutral world of construction,
Waterman Building Services look set to continue to
grow and achieve industry pre-eminence as part of a
multidiscipline, world leading consultancy.
Contact: Neil Lewis, Managing Director,
Building Services
neil.lewis@watermangroup.com
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CLARGES MAYFAIR
Central London's finest new address

British Land has a very clear ambition for all its
developments in terms of quality, efficiency, sustainability
and innovation. From the outset, all of these drivers
helped to inform the design and construction process.

Clarges Mayfair is a new landmark development by British Land in the heart of Mayfair, close
to Bond Street and overlooking Green Park. The prime residential-led scheme comprises 34
premium residences prominently located on London’s Piccadilly.

The bold mixed use scheme will offer 191,000ft2 of luxury
residential, retail space, a private members’ club and library,
plus parking and leisure facilities at ground floor and three
basement levels. To the rear of the residential development,
a separate commercial office building totalling 88,000ft2 will
be constructed providing Grade A BCO compliant space.
British Land acquired the Clarges Mayfair site in 2012 with
revised planning consent achieved the following year to
increase the high-end residential element of the scheme.
Since work began on site in 2014, the three existing
buildings have been demolished and the construction
of four new buildings is currently under way. The quality
and uniqueness of the design has set a new international
benchmark for residential development in London. The
complexity of this scheme includes a key stipulation of
retaining the existing private members club on the site until
the completion of their new building. This has required
the construction of the residential block to be split into two
phases, calling for extremely close collaboration between
engineers and construction teams involved in the project.
Advice and expertise across the board
Waterman was appointed to provide a multidisciplinary
engineering service from inception, assisting with the
planning process, detailed design and throughout
construction.
British Land has a very clear ambition for all its
developments in terms of quality, efficiency, sustainability
and innovation. From the outset, all of these drivers helped
to inform the design and construction process.
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Image courtesy of Architects Squire and Partners

Our building services engineers have carefully considered
the high performance façades and buildings to include
low energy technologies. CHP will provide the primary
heating source with PVs generating zero carbon electricity
whilst ground source heat pumps will provide cooling for
the scheme. Furthermore, the high quality design will
achieve 40% improvement over 2010 Part L regulations.
The commercial elements are set to achieve BREEAM
‘Excellent’ rating, with the residential parts accomplishing
CFSH Level 4 status.
The diverse range of expertise provided by our teams
has also involved solutions for environmental, vertical
transportation, fire risk and acoustics.

The introduction of Laing O’Rourke to the project team after
securing planning consent enhanced this further through
the adoption of their DfMA (design for manufacture and
assembly) precast concrete systems within the structural
design. Our structural engineers have worked closely with
Laing O’Rourke to select the best DfMA products to deliver
this complex project to the highest standards.

We are extremely proud to be playing a key role in this
ambitious project which will result in a new landmark
address in the heart of London.

During the early stages of design, our building services
engineers agreed with Laing O’Rourke the elements
of the design where DfMA would be appropriate. This
informed the team to enable them to develop pre-fabricated
repeatable solutions, for example services cupboards. It
also influenced the configuration of the primary services to
enable modular construction. Examples include plant areas,
risers and distribution routes.

Contact: Jody Pearce, Regional Director, Structures
jody.pearce@watermangroup.com

The office element of Clarges Mayfair will complete
in mid-2016, with the residential element completing
in 2017.

Paul Titley, Director, Building Services
paul.titley@watermangroup.com

Images courtesy of British Land
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Westgate Oxford
In late 2014 Oxford City Council granted permission for Westgate
Oxford Alliance’s £440m redevelopment of the Westgate Centre.
The Alliance is a joint venture between The Crown Estate and Land
Securities with Laing O’Rourke acting as the principal contractor.
74,322m² retail-led mixed-use development in the heart of the Oxford
City Centre will have a 13,000m² flagship John Lewis as its anchor
department store, 70 new shops, cafes and a five screen cinema,
set within a mixture of covered streets, arcades and squares. The scheme will
also deliver 59 waterfront homes and a two level basement car park with 1,000
spaces and a large service yard.

The

The prime location of this development is in a wonderful historic city along
with its bold design, including an elaborate arrangement of tiered specialist
designed glazed roofing, 15 slim bridges and roof top restaurants with terraces,
which will provide an amazing and unique shopping experience. Waterman was
commissioned to provide multi disciplinary services covering; structural, civil
engineering, environmental and flood risk services on the Centre, with all the
challenges of adjacent historic buildings, World Heritage site lines and traffic
diversions to contend with.

Images courtesy of Mi (Motion Imaging)
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Foundations
The scheme itself will be founded on Oxford clay with a tanked
basement/service yard, designed to take 600mm depth of flood
water. The basement box will also be designed for highway loading
with a main bus route cutting through the site. As part of Waterman’s
sustainability strategy no pumping will be allowed on the site, requiring
part of the enabling works to include a 2m² culvert to divert captured
rainwater via a major system of attenuation tanks suspended at ground
floor level.

Scheme Construction
The main part of the scheme will be constructed using a composite steel
frame with the John Lewis store comprising a combination of in-situ & precast
concrete. The residential block is being designed using a Metsec system for the
upper levels. The building’s exterior will be clad in mainly brick and stone
fronted precast panels. Laing O’Rourke are planning to precast the columns to
podium level and the core walls full height using their twin wall system to enable
construction manufacturing off site. Despite providing less design lead-in time
to manufacture, Waterman have successfully been able to manage the design
process to ensure that they will meet the manufacturing and construction
programme.

Challenges and Special Requirements
As part of the development’s planning consent tight restrictions on storey heights
were placed to maintain the views of the Oxford skyline and enable several of the
roof top restaurants included in the scheme to take advantage of the panoramic
views. Waterman successfully complied with these limitations providing shallow
structural design solutions which were developed where necessary to minimise their
effect on the overall building zones.
Further scheme constraints were presented by the client’s brief to enable the Oxford
County Counci Library, one of the largest in the UK, to remain in operation at all times
whilst the refurbishment programme was in progress. To ensure all works complied,
Waterman carefully considered the sequence of all demolition, construction and overall
buildability during the works programme. In addition to this the scheme design was master
planned by BDP with separate architectural practices on all four building blocks providing a
significant co-ordination challenge for Waterman to meet the client’s overall deadlines for the
feasibility and scheme design phases on the project.

Revit Modelling
The project was developed via BIM (level 2) using Revit, with the final models to be used for
facilities management. Much of the co-ordination and interaction between project teams was
exchanged via Revit models. It has proved to be an invaluable help to solve complex areas at
meetings whilst also ensuring complete project design co-ordination and time saving will be
achieved during the programme. The process will continue throughout the detailed design and
construction phases for the project.
The project started in January 2015 and is expected to be completed in autumn 2017.
Contact: Karen Telling, Director, Structures
karen.telling@watermangroup.com
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“Waterman’s commitment to the public sector remains as strong
as ever and our recent successful appointments and extensions
to existing commissions are testament to the dedication of our
staff and our core values of working in partnership with our clients
to achieve successful and sustainable outcomes.”

Building a Framework
for Success
Growing Our Public Sector Client Base
Public sector frameworks and long term partnerships continue to
be a major part of Waterman’s business as we seek to build on our
success and reputation in the sector. Longstanding partnerships
within the public sector built up over the last 20 years have proved
to be crucial to the significant extensions of major frameworks we
have recently secured in our portfolio.
Our Infrastructure & Environmental business continues to build its
presence in the sector through a number framework extensions
and new appointments combined with a series of strategic
appointments to strengthen our teams for further growth.
Our specialist secondment business, Waterman Aspen, has gone
from strength to strength increasing its headcount by 33% in the
last 12 months through strong performance on major local
authority frameworks.

At the heart of London Borough of Bexley’s vision
Our longstanding partnership with London Borough of Bexley goes
back to 1996 and plays an important part of the Borough’s growth
strategy for economic, environmental and social regeneration.
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The four year framework is worth up to £1.5m a year to Waterman
and it was earlier this year extended to include traffic and
transportation engineering services in addition to the current
scope of civil, highway, bridgeworks, drainage, health and safety
and staff secondment.

Merseytravel
Following on from previous successful frameworks with
Merseytravel, our team has been appointed for a further four
years of services across rail, civil & structural, transport, highways
infrastructure and business case development. The framework
can also be used by the constituent councils of the Liverpool City
Region Combined Authority and the Liverpool City Region Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP).

Crawley Borough Council
This prestigious framework is a two year extension of three
partnering contracts with Crawley that will see our teams provide
civil engineering, flood alleviation, drainage and structural
engineering services. This is a continued collaboration with the
Council to achieve the aims and objectives of their Sustainable
Community Strategy.

A Collaborative Approach

Building for the Future

Our commitment to working collaboratively has continued to help
secure further opportunities on future bids and frameworks.

Our ambition is to continue to pursue public sector frameworks
as part of our strategy to maintain workload over a diverse
range of markets. As part of our growth strategy in the sector,
our Infrastructure and Environment Business recently appointed
a new Director of National Frameworks, Ajaz Chaudhri. Ajaz is
responsible for developing and managing a portfolio of
frameworks across the UK, drawing on his 30 years of experience
working across the infrastructure sector, covering the highways
planning and engineering disciplines for both public and private
sector clients.

Midlands Highways Alliance (MHA)
We are delighted to have been re-awarded a £30m Professional
Services Partnership (PSP) contract in partnership with AECOM
to deliver multidisciplinary professional design services. The
framework is a three-year contract, with the option to be extended
by an additional year.
The previous PSP contract achieved more than £2.7m in savings
for the MHA member councils. The MHA framework is now in its 7th
year and has expanded to serve 20 local authorities, representing
15% of all UK highways authorities. Demand for our services
remains strong and we have record numbers of seconded staff
working within these authorities to deliver schemes that will benefit
communities across the region.

West Midlands Highways Alliance
The West Midlands Highways Alliance was awarded in 2013 to
an Atkins/Waterman partnership and we now supply more than
80 staff to three local authorities, with a fee value of £4m per
annum. We also support Atkins in delivering the Hampshire County
Council Strategic Partner Contract, and we have in excess 30
staff seconded to the County Council. This initial four year contract
awarded in April 2014 has the potential to be extended to 2022.

Neil Humphrey, Chief Operating Officer, Infrastructure &
Environment commented; “Waterman’s commitment to the public
sector remains as strong as ever and our recent successful
appointments and extensions to existing commissions are
testament to the dedication of our staff and our core values of
working in partnership with our clients to achieve successful and
sustainable outcomes.”
Contact: Neil Humphrey, Chief Operating Officer,
Infrastructure & Environment
neil.humphrey@watermangroup.com
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Technology
FACTORY OF THE FUTURE
- bridging the gap between imagination and reality

Swinburne University is shaping the future of technology at their new Factory of the Future.

The Factory of the Future features a series of
co-located studios, each with a specific function:
• 3D Visualisation and Design Studio: featuring
advanced visualisation tools that allow for intuitive
real-time interaction with realistic 3D imagery
• Rapid Manufacturing Studio: equipped with advanced
additive manufacturing tools that facilitate conversion
from digital concepts to metal, plastic or ceramic
prototypes
• Advanced Inspection and Machining Studio:
advanced machining capability combined with stateof-the-art inspection equipment for developing high
quality components
• Biodevice Innovation Studio: combines electronics,
optics, chemistry and biomaterials-handling with rapid
prototyping to produce innovative new medical devices
• Design for Resource Efficiency Studio: for the
design, development and assessment of recycling
and manufacturing processes to maximise resource
efficiency

Eco-focused
H2o Architects
designed this
timber dome,
located in
the centre of
the Factory
space as a
space divider,
an accommodator
for interactive
collaborative learning
and meetings. The design
deliberately mimics the construction technologies used for
high-tech machines, like submarines and space shuttles. The dome’s components have
been modelled, curved and cut using leading edge computer aided design and computer guided cutters,
related to the processes showcased in the Factory. The dome ball is skinned with one hundred and
eighty curved timber ply panels, fitted seamlessly.
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The university, which has an international reputation for
quality research that connects science and technology
with business and the community, has been ranked one
of the world’s top 400 by the prestigious 2015 Academic
Ranking of World Universities. This result places
Swinburne among the top 3% of universities in the world.
The new facility is designed by Australia’s eco-focused
pioneers of sustainable architecture H2o Architects
and is housed within the newly completed Advanced
Manufacturing and Design Centre (AMDC). The state-ofthe-art facility offers the opportunity to carry out worldleading research, education and training in the next
generation of manufacturing, design techniques
and technologies.
Waterman has a long history of working with Swinburne
University on projects ranging from industry technical
based teaching facilities to highly complex nanoplasmonic
based laboratory facilities. This belief and trust led
Swinburne University to appoint our team as their services
based technology advisors.

Images courtesy of Mark O’Dwyer, H2o Architects

Adaptive designs
The ground-breaking facility required a versatile design
with specialist studios of highly adaptive capacity for
rapid development of prototypes, advanced visualisation
and design tools such as industrial 3D printing, 3D virtual
reality manufacturing and fused deposition modelling.
Our team provided engineering consultancy expertise for
mechanical, electrical, communications, security, audio
visual, fire, and hydraulics services for the new Factory
which occupies 700m2 in its eight metre high factory
space. The facility demanded a state-of-the-art services
design solution where the systems required to be totally
integrated with the unique facility design as well as being
at the cutting edge of technology to reflect the image of
the ‘future’. This was particularly relevant with the audio
visual imagery generated within the space portraying the
Factory of the Future technologies.
Many of Swinburne’s research collaborations involves
development of more eco-efficient technology, which
has influenced a design that embodied sustainability
principles.
Contact: Hugh Van Essen, Director, Melbourne
h.vanessen@wahwvic.com.au

We were delighted to continue our involvement
throughout the design, documentation and construction
phase of this prestigious project.
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Major transformation of
Edinburgh’s St James Centre
Edinburgh St James is an ambitious mixed-use city centre development and
one of the largest regeneration projects currently underway in the UK. The
project offers a unique opportunity to create a landmark design in a world
heritage site and is being delivered by TH Real Estate.

esigned by Allan Murray Architects, the 1.7million ft2
Edinburgh St James scheme will see the 1970’s
shopping centre currently on site replaced with
850,000ft2 of retail space, a luxury hotel, up to 250 new
homes, 30 restaurants and a multi-screen cinema.

D

The new development will be the Scottish capital’s prime
shopping destination, linking with and expanding the existing
retail pitch of George Street, Princes Street and Multrees
Walk. Its outstanding connectivity will create an exciting
hub for Edinburgh’s thriving day and night-time economy
becoming the new beating heart of the city centre.
Waterman have been involved with the project since 2007.
We completed the Environmental Impact Assessment and
Sustainability Assessment of the proposals which gained
Outline Planning Permission in 2009. Over the past 12
months, our Infrastructure and Environment team have
undertaken a wide variety of additional environmental
assessments for the emerging detailed design which
culminated in a series of Reserved Matters Applications
(RMAs) being consented in August 2015. Demolition is
scheduled to commence in early 2016.

Critical to the success of the proposals was the production
of 32 accurate visual representations (i.e. photo montages)
of the scheme from a wide selection of viewpoints within the
city centre and further afield. The effect of the proposals,
particularly the dramatic Central Hotel, upon Edinburgh’s
historic skyline was extremely important, particularly given
that the site is located within a World Heritage Site.
The site is also located within an Air Quality Management
Area. With this in mind, Waterman undertook an assessment
of potential air quality impacts arising from the venting of
the scheme’s proposed three level basement car park and
assisted in redesigning the venting strategy to avoid any
unacceptable adverse effects.
Together with our colleagues at RWDI-Anemos, the likely
wind microclimate in and around the proposed scheme
was assessed and appropriate mitigation measures were
developed, particularly for the hotel’s upper level viewing
decks. Assessments of potential rain ingress and snow
drifting were carried out and particular care was taken to
ensure an appropriate wind climate within the semi-enclosed
galleria area.

Our acoustics team continues to provide detailed acoustic
design advice to the architects and structural engineers as
the detailed design of the scheme is finalised, with particular
care to protect the amenity of existing and future residents in
and around the development.
Waterman have also drafted a Construction Environmental
Management Plan framework to ensure that future demolition
and construction activities conform to the appropriate
environmental regulations and guidance, particularly given
the site’s sensitive location.
Construction for Edinburgh St James is scheduled to start in
2016 with completion due in 2020.
Contact: Gavin Spowage, Principal Consultant,
Infrastructure & Environment
gavin.spowage@watermangroup.com
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KENNEDY WILSON SETS NEW STANDARD
FOR RENTAL ACCOMMODATION
With the Irish economy emerging out of its worst recession, and with an absence
of new building construction over the past six years, there is a growing demand for
new property development in Dublin, particularly for quality residential stock for an
increasingly mobile and international workforce.
Kennedy Wilson, a global real estate investment and
services company with offices in the US, UK, Ireland,
Spain and Japan, has been actively building a strong
residential, commercial and retail property portfolio
in Ireland in recent years.
One of its most high profile residential acquisitions
is the 13-acre site Clancy Quay scheme in Dublin.
Set on the site of the former Clancy Barracks, it
overlooks the river Liffey at Islandbridge.
With the 420 unit Phase 1 of the development
complete and fully let, Kennedy Wilson is now
proceeding with Phase 2 of this 3 phase project,
which will provide an additional 160 high quality
two and three bed residential units located in the
central portion of the site. These homes will be
provided as a mix of new build townhouses and
apartments and tasteful conversions of the historic
army barracks buildings, which give the development
a distinctive and unique identity. Due to the quality
of its buildings, the barracks has provided the
backdrop for filming on several substantial period
productions in recent years, including the BBC series
“Ripper Street”.
Kennedy Wilson is pioneering American style private
rental accommodation on the Irish rental market. It
is offering its tenants the benefit of common areas
and facilities as part of the monthly rental, thus
offering its tenants an improved work-life balance.
The shared amenity package includes concierge
facilities, gym, cinema and a dedicated residents’
amenity building, with fully fitted kitchen and lounge
areas for small social gatherings. Furthermore, fully
equipped media and business rooms, as well as
the estate management reception. The residents’
amenity facilities are provided in a restored three
storey over basement coach house.

Waterman is providing full multidisciplinary
engineering services and health and safety
co-ordination services for Kennedy Wilson. Our
team was responsible for engineering input for the
fit-out of 12 penthouse apartments in Phase 1 as
well as for the gym and resident facilities. We have
recently completed tender design for Phase 2, which
is set to include a district heating system, located
and designed for expansion to include Phase 3 at a
later stage. As part of the overall scheme PV panels
are to be provided for all new build units, and LED
lighting will be adopted for external estate lighting.
The second phase of the Clancy Quay development,
for which planning consent has been obtained,
commenced construction in early summer 2015.
Waterman provided all engineering support
necessary for the planning process and the
subsequent tender design, and is currently providing
construction stage monitoring services.
Paul O’Connell, Managing Director of Waterman
Moylan, commented; “Kennedy Wilson is at the
forefront of providing high quality professionally
owned and managed residential property in Dublin
and internationally. As such, it is focused on the
post construction, operational efficiencies of its
developments and Clancy Quay is no exception.
Quality of design, ease of maintenance and energy
efficiency has therefore been central to the designs
adopted by our team. We are very pleased to be
working with Kennedy Wilson on this prestigious
project, which will set a new standard for the
private rental accommodation market in Dublin
when complete.”

The second phase of the Clancy Quay development, for which
planning consent has been obtained, commenced construction
in early summer 2015.

Contact: Paul O’Connell, Managing Director,
Waterman Moylan
p.oconnell@waterman-moylan.ie

Images courtesy of OMP Architects
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his is a major change for many enterprises that now have to establish energy assessment regimes
once every four years. This includes undertaking the assessments, maintaining an evidence pack to
demonstrate compliance with the regulations and appointing a professionally accredited Lead Assessor
to approve the compliance work undertaken. Companies must also notify the regulator that they have complied
with the regulations by the compliance deadline, which for this compliance period is 5th December 2015.
Christopher Demwell, Director of Critical Systems and leading the Waterman ESOS delivery sees ESOS as
“a great opportunity for companies to make significant savings on their year on year opex costs. Our energy
assessments are effectively health checks that allow companies to make accurate and informed decisions to
improve their energy management strategies.”

Embracing the challenges

What does the new Energy Savings
Opportunity Scheme (ESOS) mean and what
actions are businesses obliged to take?
ESOS, the Government’s new energy audit scheme, is putting businesses
under pressure to audit their energy usage and identify energy saving
opportunities. The government believes that around £300m of energy
savings can be achieved each year.
ESOS applies to non-public organisations that employ more than 250 staff or have an
annual turnover over €50m and a balance sheet over €43m. It also applies to smaller
companies if they are part of a larger group that meets these requirements.
The new energy audit scheme aims to address a number of market failures that prevent
enterprises investing in energy efficiency. It requires organisations to carry out energy
savings opportunity assessments covering 90% of their energy usage, including
transport. The Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) estimates that
ESOS could save each business on average of £56,400 per year with just £17,000
of investment.

Consultancy process

Our team has adopted a range of services to
comply with ESOS and we have a number of
qualified Lead Assessors helping businesses
carry out detailed assessments of their energy
use and providing costed recommendations of
energy saving opportunities and compliance
reporting to the scheme’s regulator, the
Environment Agency.

Our qualified ESOS Lead Assessors specialise
in industrial, buildings and transport energy
assessments and advise clients across a wide
range of sectors on how to reduce their energy
consumption in a cost-effective way. We can
help you with:

Tom Cullingford, Associate Director, is a
Lead Assessor at Waterman. He is currently
conducting energy assessments and providing
companies with consultancy support to ensure
ESOS compliance.

• Regulatory notification

He says; “Organisations must notify the
Environment Agency by 5th December 2015 that
they have complied with their ESOS obligations.
A failure to undertake an energy audit could
result in a financial penalty of up to £50,000, and
additional fines of up to £5,000 for failing to notify
the EA and / or maintaining records. Our team
is now working across the entire country with
businesses to help them meet their obligations.”

• Energy savings opportunity assessments

• Producing and maintaining an ESOS
“evidence pack”
• Implementing recommendations from ESOS
assessments to ensure you get return on
investment through appropriate prioritisation
of initiatives
An alternative route to ESOS compliance is to
implement the energy management standard
ISO 50,001: 2011 and Waterman’s team has
been delivering the full range of ISO 50,001
support services from gap analysis to full system
implementation to clients across a variety
of sectors.

Organisations must notify the Environment
Agency by 5th December 2015 that they have
complied with their ESOS obligations.

It is the UK’s response to Article 8 of the Energy Efficiency Directive (2012/27/EU)
which requires Member States to establish an energy auditing regime.
Contact: Tom Cullingford, Associate Director,
Infrastructure & Environment
thomas.cullingford@watermangroup.com
Chris Demwell, Director, Critical Systems
christopher.demwell@watermangroup.com
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Charity/Sponsorship
Dragon Boat Festival
On Sunday 7th June our Bristol office took part in the
annual Dragon Boat Festival, held at the Baltic Wharf in
the Bristol City Harbourside. The Rotary Club of Bristol
Breakfast started the festival back in 2001, teaming up with
professional event organisers Gable Events.
The team, named ‘Waterman Vikings’, were resplendent
in horned helmets and were captained by Steve Jones of
Building Services. Competition amongst the 35 teams was
tough; after a slow start in the first heat we were spurred on
by a riverside BBQ (and some motivational shouting from
the drummer). The Vikings stormed to victory in their second
heat and came a close second place in their third heat.
A great day was had by all and we raised a grand total of
£1,192 for The Stroke Association.

Waterman donates expertise to
improve St Andrews, Burgess Hill

Engineers vs
Architects

The Parochial Church Council of St Andrews in Burgess Hill has been given the go ahead
to appoint a contractor and proceed with the construction of a new church building and
support amenities.

On Tuesday 5th May, members of Waterman
EED (now Waterman IE) from the London office
took part in a game of 7-a-side football against
Cityscape Digital. The game was played on the
unforgiving concrete surface courts in Shoreditch
park.

The scheme will see a new link building being created, new heating in the church and
internal toilets to the church being built - amongst other improvements.
We are proud to donate the Structural and MEP design for this project as part of our CSR
programme and on-going commitment to the community. Our team is working alongside
RDJW Architects and Cost Consultant Ian Ford.
St Andrew’s operates seven days a week with tailored activities for all ages; youth centre,
children activities to make St Andrews a warm and welcoming space to facilitate church and
community life for the next generation.

Wearing the blue kit, Waterman looked and
played the part and managed to beat Cityscape
comfortably in a game that lasted a solid 80
minutes.
To help null the aches, pains and scrapes picked
up during the match, a much needed drink was
enjoyed by everyone afterwards.

Rev Sophie Jelley, Vicar of St Andrew’s, Burgess Hill, commented; “St Andrew’s is so
grateful for the technical expertise donated by Waterman group to our building project.
Churches rely heavily on great partnership with key organisations and Waterman has proved
an exceptional partner in this process. We are thrilled to be starting on time and within
budget and look forward to keeping you updated with the result!”
Andy Sherlock, Regional Director of Waterman Structures has been involved in the initiative
since 2012 he says; “It is very rewarding for our team as a whole to have the opportunity
to be involved and help make a difference in the community of Burgess Hill. We have
particularly enjoyed working with the professional team and the church as our client.
On a personal level this project is close to my heart and I await the opening in late 2015
with great anticipation.”
For more information about St Andrews in Burgess Hill, please visit www.standrewsbh.org.uk
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Waterman’s David Whalley (bottom right)

Construction Dragon Boat
Challenge
Our London IE team took part in this year’s Construction Dragon Boat Challenge
on Thursday 25th June at West Reservoir, London. Dragon boat racing is an
ancient Chinese tradition and the fastest growing water activity in Britiain today.
Up to 10 people paddle a 30ft boat with a drummer at the front beating time and
a helm at the tail steering a straight line for the 200m race course.
Our team did brilliantly and improved consistently throughout the rounds despite
the baking temperatures in Costa Del Stoke Newington. Sadly we were pipped
to a place in the semi-final by a mere 0.04 seconds. However, coming 13th out of
40 teams from the London construction sector is a pretty promising start to our
inaugural outing as a dragon boat racing crew!
All in all the event was
a fabulous success,
raising over £20,000
for CRASH, a charity
supported exclusively by
the construction industry
to help the homeless.
Training for next year will
commence after a summer
break and we will come
back bigger, better and
stronger (and perhaps not
dressed as rabbits!).

Canada Water
Community Day
Our enthusiastic Craig Beresford, Andy Sherlock, Jo Dickson, Clive
Morris and Alana O’Neill attended the Canada Water Masterplan
Community day and were passionately landscaping around St Peter
and the Guardian Angels Church from the early sunrise till the sun
had set. British Land and the London Borough of Southwark are
working together to create a new town centre at Canada Water and
initiated the event to both bring the team together and help a much
loved local organisation at the same time. The busy day saw a
number of projects successfully completed including the realignment
of 25m of fence and new landscaping constructed by the team of
industry colleagues. The day was hosted by two local organisations,
Urban Growth Learning Gardens, who provide horticultural training
for unemployed people; and Time and Talents, a local centre offering
community led services focusing on older and younger people who
need support in the Bermondsey and Rotherhithe community.
Andy Sherlock commented; “I enjoyed working with wood chippings,
fences posts and plants rather than the normal Steel, Concrete and
computers although the relationships which broaden on such days
were the highlight for me. It is always satisfying to be involved in
community work and look forward to being able to further contribute
through this project as soon as my back has recovered!”
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The secret to our success
is our people!

In the last 12 months we have attracted over
150 additional engineers and consultants, many in specialist
job roles, reaffirming us as one of the UK’s leading
engineering & environmental consultants.

